Much impressed by his capacities and character, Potemkin made Samuel a lieutenant colonel and put him in command of a battalion stationed at Krichev with the purpose of training the men as sailors and shipwrights, and building ships for the Russian navy.
Potemkin also had a number of workshops at Krichev for making sailcloth, rope and other ships' fittings, as well as a distillery, a pottery and manufactories for working metal, wood and glass. Samuel was charged with their management, and recruited specialised craftsmen from Britain to direct the several operations. It has been said that Samuel's concern was with how these supervisors might best train and oversee a force of inexperienced local workmen. According to Simon Werrett however, he was in fact as much concerned with lack of discipline and application among the British craftsmen as among the peasant labourers. 4 In both cases the answer seemed to lie in the architectural design of new factory buildings.
The first sources of information about Samuel's invention of the Panopticon principle are the letters written by Jeremy to various correspondents, including their father, while he was at Krichev in 1786-7. 5 (Samuel also wrote down his ideas, but it seems those notes are lost. As he wrote to Jeremy in November 1787 after his brother had returned to Britain: 'Inspection house papers I have mislaid or by mistake sent to you'.) 6 In December 1786 Jeremy wrote to his friend Charles Brown:
My Brother has hit upon a very singular new and I think important / though simple / idea in Architecture which is the subject of a course of will be surprised when you come to see the efficacy which this simple and seemingly obvious contrivance promises to be to the business of schools, manufactories, Hospitals and all sorts of Prisons, and even Hospitals, if one may venture to say so to an adept. 7 The letters to his father, to which Jeremy refers, did indeed 'find their way to the press', together with some very substantial 'postscripts', as Panopticon: or, the Inspection-House (1791), and again in The Works of Jeremy Bentham (Vol. iv, 1843). 8 This is where the application of the Panopticon concept to prison design was worked out in detail, and where the famous architectural scheme of 1791 was published. I will come back to this design.
In April 1787 Jeremy drafted another letter from Krichev in Samuel's name, addressed to the prime minister William Pitt-but which was never sent-referring to 'a particular kind of building contrived by me [Samuel] for the purposes of keeping persons of any description under the eye of an Inspector'. 9 It seems that Jeremy had previously sent Pitt copies of the letters to his father. Now Samuel was intending to offer Pitt his services in the running of a national Panopticon penitentiary.
Given the respective characters of the two brothers, it makes sense that Samuel should have been the originator of the 'inspection principle'. Jeremy was the philosopher and theoretician, scholarly and reclusive. Samuel was outgoing, friendly and persuasive, had studied engineering and the sciences, and above all was gifted with a fertile mechanical creativity. 10 The list of his improvements, inventions and patents, most of them relating to the art of shipbuilding, runs to several pages. 17 Mary Sophia's drawing has a structure on the roof of the central tallest rotunda that appears to contain a water tank. This does not appear in the Russian design. Her drawing shows no basement (although she mentions one). However a half-basement is evident above ground in the Russian elevation and sections, although the part below ground is not visible in the sections. The relative diameters of the various cylindrical parts are not the same in the two sources. In fact the whole issue of scale is problematic. The Russian drawing has a scale in which the unit appears to be the sazhen or Russian fathom (appropriate for a naval building). Peter the Great had decreed that the sazhen should equal 7 English feet. But applying this scale to the drawing of the School results in dimensions that seem too small: for example storey heights come out at around 6 feet 8 inches. Mary Sophia's drawing has no scale, although she gives various key dimensions of the building in her text. These cannot be reconciled exactly with the Russian drawing. I have nevertheless worked to the sazhen scale in my Figure 2 ; but I suspect that the School was actually somewhat larger than my own scale (in metres) would indicate. According to Mary Sophia-not perhaps an entirely unbiased witness-the pupils trained in the School were 'found so useful, that the best of these youth were taken for service elsewhere by fifty at a time, even as early as 1808'. 29 (How much this success was due to the architectural design is of course a matter for debate.) However the building did not survive for long. Samuel had specified that iron be used for the structural columns, but wood was substituted; and in 1818 the School caught fire and was destroyed.
The School of Arts in the historical literature
Since Mary Sophia's articles in the 1840s and 50s and her biography of Samuel of 1862, the School of Arts has been largely forgotten, and is hardly touched on in the modern literature of the brothers' Panopticon designs and the prisons they inspired.
No doubt this neglect is due in part to the short life of the Russian building, the fact that it was a school not a penal institution, and the fact that it was geographically 
Success of the radial prison
All four problems were solved in the generic design of the Nineteenth Century radial prison, of which John Haviland's Eastern State Penitentiary in Philadelphia of 1822-36, and the 'model prison' at Pentonville in North London of 1840-42, were the earliest. 48 The military engineer Joshua Jebb is usually named as the designer of Pentonville, and he certainly directed the construction and was responsible for the building's sophisticated servicing systems. But there is a good case for giving
Haviland at least some joint credit for the overall layout. 49 There were smaller radial prisons built in Britain in the late Eighteenth and early Nineteenth centuries, but the Eastern State and Pentonville were on a much grander scale and had enormous influence internationally. By the mid-Twentieth Century some 300 radial prisons had been constructed worldwide on their basic model.
I will concentrate here on Pentonville, which is still in operation as a prison. Mary Sophia-assuming she is indeed the author-goes on to describe how after Samuel returned to England in 1791, he had complete models made on his principle of a prison for a thousand persons, in which, as the rays consisted of several floors, the upper ones were appropriate to services requiring the less constant inspection, but were subject to it at all times by means of a counterpoise apparatus affixed to the platform on which was the inspector's chair, so that at pleasure he could raise himself to any required height.
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The detailed and circumstantial character of these accounts suggests to me at least that Mary Sophia was not mistaken about the geometry of the projected Krichev building, and that its plan was indeed radial. What is clear furthermore from the description of the models, is that in the 1790s while Jeremy, helped by Samuel, was persevering with his cylindrical plans, Samuel was also continuing to develop and press for radial designs like those of Okhta and-as readers may now be convinced-Krichev.
A third passage in this paper is yet more revealing. It quotes a paragraph by 
